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Abstract

ological experiments.
demonstrate good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the results of physi-
tromechanical wave of contraction-relaxation is studied numerically. The results
the collagen and elastin fibers. The dynamics of the propagating nonlinear elec-
generation. Passive relaxation forces are mainly due to the elastic properties of
chanical coupling concludes intracellular calcium dependent mechanisms of force
behavior of each oscillator is based on Hodgkin-Huxley formalism. Electrome-
gating wave of depolarization along the syncytium. The description of electrical
Strong connections among oscillators are provided by an intermittent fast propa-
myogenic syncytium is consideredas a continuum of weakly connected oscillators.
state) with concurrent developmentof active forces of contraction-relaxation. The
slow oscillatory activity (at the resting state) and spiking activity (at the excited
based on electrophysiological and mechanical experimental data demonstrating
muscle layer of the gut is formulated. The general assumptions of the model are
A mathematical model of electromechanical conjugation in a longitudinal smooth

1 Introduction

Experimental data suggest that the longitudinal layer possesses anisotropic cable
that are oriented in longitudinal and circular directions of the organ, respectively.
presented by an outer (longitudinal) and an inner (circular) smooth muscle layers
nite number of dynamically stable loci. The contractile components of a locus are
nected oscillators that are morphologically and functionally grouped into an infi-
The gut can be considered as a continuum of spatially distributed weakly con-
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the dynamic demeanor of the system.
conditions there may be structural and functional inhomogeneities that can alter
be adequately treated as homogeneous, in the normal state, while in pathological
vivo under normal physiological and pathological conditions. The medium can
cus demonstrates a variety of patterns of electromechanical activity observed in
and wave propagating properties, while the circular layer is isotropic. Each lo-

in an anisotropic biological medium, Le., the longitudinal muscle layer of the gut.
the dynamics of the generation and spread of nonlinear electromechanical waves
and the biomechanics of smooth muscle we may formulate and accurately predict
linked oscillators. Nevertheless, with precise informationon the electrophysiology
single oscillator per se and the constantly evolving nonlinear interrelations among
tors is a difficult task because of the biological and mathematical complexity of a
relaxation. Analyzing a two-dimensional excitable medium composed of oscilla-
contraction coupling with the resultant production of the force of contraction-
ions, and the initiation of a cascade of intracellular mechanisms of excitation-
deactivation of ionic channels located on the cell membrane, an influx of calcium
oscillator. This includes the generation of an action potential due to activation-
a system of smooth differential equations with several degrees of freedom for each

Modelling the biophysicalprocesses governingbehavior of the locus requires

formulation of a broad conceptual theory of gastrointestinal motility.
waves along it. This part of our investigation serves as the first step towards the
dynamics of the generation and propagation of the nonlinear electromechanical
jugation in the longitudinal muscle layer of the gut, and study numerically the

In this work, we consider a mathematical model of electromechanical con-

2 Formulation

2.1 Basic assumptions

The following working assumptions are made in model construction:

properties of the entire gut.
presented as a soft biological shell. It possesses the physiological (functional)
units. A functional unit is a structurally and geometrically defined part of the gut

(i). The gut is a continuum of overlapping dynamically stable functional

tion to an excitable (firing) state occurs as a result of an external input.
pools are frequency modulated. Each oscillator is in a stable (silent) state. Transi-
if (C& # 03)( i ,j = 1,N), then they are disconnected. Strong connections among
weakly communicate; if (R,' = 03)(i,j = 1,L), then they are strongly connected;
If two oscillators have nearly equal frequency (C& 0j)(i,j = 1,L), then they
tors can be divided into pools according to their natural frequencies (0%)(i = 1,L).
connected homogeneously and weakly to form a myogenic syncytium. All oscilla-

(ii). Smooth muscle cells are spatially distributed autonomous oscillators

muscle syncytium) have their own natural frequency.
(iii). Electrical slowwaves (an intrinsic oscillatoryphenomenon of the smooth
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arranged in a planar network and provide structural support to the muscle cells.
of the connective tissue elements-the collagenous and elastin fibres. They are
calcium. Passive relaxation forces are predominantly due to the elastic properties
teins of the smooth muscle cells, which depends on the dynamics of intracellular

(iv). Forces of contraction are a result of the activation of contractile pro-

excitatory stimulus of given intensity and duration.
of an external pacemaker cell located at the left boundary which generates the

(v). The mechanical activity of the myogenic medium is under the control

(The above assumptions are given more elaborate consideration in our previ-

The small intestinal segment dynamics:

2.2 Mathematical model

ous publications [1l).

7 0 (g-5)= & [ ( F 1 ) + 2 . ( A , ; h l ) )at

+ P f i % ,

+ & [( /C'(" - l) +T" ( A l

+TP(X,at as, at

d t
+P&i%,

S E (0,2.irT), z E (0, l ) ,t,\

W ) e l z d i E ]

+T P( h , x i ) ) e T l ]

wall velocity vector are:
where the radial (v,), circumferential (v,) and longitudinal components (v,) of the

d t 'v, = - v, = -
d r d s  d z
& , v s = x 7

tudinal and circular muscle layers, respectively):
the rate of elongation (hereafter, the subscripts ( 1 ) and (c) are related to the longi-
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the components and determinant of the fundamental tensor are:

9 = Q l l c l 2 2 -L&,

the cylindrical j-axis (i = 1,2;j = T , S, z ) are calculated as:
and the direction cosines of the outward normal, nj, to the surface with respect to

1 d r 1 a s 1 8 2

as, ' 6a& ! 6as,e,, = c o s ( ~ T r )=~- e,, =-- e,, --

n, = (elrezs - elsezr) &&E/&.
ns = ( e 1 ~ 2 ~- - 5 ~ 2 , )&K&iZ/f i !

nr = (elsezz- elzezs)&&iZ/fi, ( 5 )

bioshell.
gitudinal and circular muscle layers; 51, S"2-the Lagrangian coordinates of the
intraluminal pressure; p ~ ,pc- the electrical waves of depolarization of the lon-
respectively, of the total force ( T , , l ) of the wall; k -rheological parameter; p-
material in an undeformed state; T P , T"- the passive and active components,

Here, the following notations are used: 70- the linear density of a bio-

The passive (T[,[))components are calculated from:

muscular components:
Here, W = the strain energy density function of the connective tissue and passive

"yaw [Cl ( h- 1)' -k 2 C 3 ( h- 1)(x, - 1)4- c2 ( x , - 1)' +2 (7)
+c14exp (c4 ( X L - 1)' + c 5 (A, - 1)' + 2c6 ( X [ - 1)(A, - l))].

For the active force (T&)components,we assume:

[ck2+]> 1pM,

0.1 < [Ca2+]5 1pM, (8)

chanical constants.
where: T"- active force generated by smooth muscle syncytium; cl-11 -me-

XL 5 1.0, the wrinkled area is modelled by a "smooth zone" made up by the
less shape occurs at: AI > 1.0; in a case of the development of creases, when
coexistence of unstressed, uniaxial and biaxial stress-strained zones. The crease-

The characteristic feature of soft shells is the possibility of the simultaneous
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at the uniaxial stress-strained state of the bioshell, we assume:
and force conditions relating to the continuity of membrane forces. Thus, for T c , l ,
metrical relating to the conservation of smoothness of the surface of the bioshell,
system of unbound filaments. This is determined by requirements which are geo-

% l ) = { :i2 (expc13 ( h- 1)- l ) , Ac,l > 1.0.
k g 5 1.0:

(9)

The dynamics of propagation of the electrical wave, ( p l , along the anisotropic
longitudinal muscle layer is defined as:

cm%= Iml ( & , h ) + I d ( 5 - S:,& - S;) - ITonic, (10)

where I,l, I m 2 are the transmembrane currents per unit volume:

P + P i 1 ) (1+ P i 2 )

X (&($g)+ & (%g))d.&&;.

Here,

Pi1 = d&t, 7 P i 2 = &,l&,

membrane volume-to-surface ratio, ITonic -the total ionic current:
layers in the longitudinal and circumferential directions, respectively; M,, -the
stitial space (the subscript (0)) conductivity of the longitudinal and circularmuscle
cle; g,Tsl, g&, ,g&, ,g&, -the maximal intracellular (the subscript (Q) and inter-
and the following notations are accepted: C, -the capacitance of smooth mus-

ITonic g ~ a m * ~ h *( ' p ( 1 ) - 'PNa) f & n * 4 ( 'p(1) - (PK) + g 8 ( ' p ( l ) - &) . (13)

tials of Na+, K+, and Cl- currents, respectively, in smooth muscles.
probabilities of opening of the ion gates, and ( P N ~ ,@K, c i j ~are the reversal poten-

Here, i j ~ ~ ,g ~ ,30 are the maximal conductances; m*, h*,and n* are the
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The dynamics of change in the probability variables can be obtained from the
solution of the first-order equation:

dy = “ Y Y - P y (1- Y) ,-
d t (14)

tion, p,;,parameters for smooth muscle satisfy the following relations:
where y refers to m*, h*, and n*,respectively. The activation, at , and deactiva-

linear sum of the five ionic currents:
and K+ channels and leak (chloride) channels. Thus the system of equations is a
dynamics of voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels (L- and T-type), mixed Ca2+-Kf

The myoelectrical activity in a locus of the small bowel is governed by the

“cm* = -(I&+I&+ +I; + I&).
d t (16)

respectively:
slow inward calcium currents via T- and L-type voltage-dependent Ca2+channels,
ionic currents carried by different ions and defined as: I i a , I&, - the fast and
Here, C, is the membrane capacitance, p is the membrane potential and I c i ) are

I&= i j& ,h (p- P&);
IC, - Scam,h(P - @&),f - - f- 3 -

(17)

sium currents, respectively:
I&-K, I; -the outward calcium activatedpotassiumand voltage-activatedpotas-

I; = l ? j 3 4 ( p - $&),
(18)

IGa-K = 3 & - K [ c 2 + ] ( P - (p&)/(O.5+ [ca‘+]);

and I&-the leak chloride current:

G 1 = &(cp - c p 3 > (19)

&, ijGamK,$, are, respectively, the maximal conductances of voltage-dependent
is the intracellular concentration of calcium ions in the functional unit; g&,, ij&,
where: @&, &, Cp& are the reversalpotentials for the respective currents; [C2+]
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are dynamic variables of these channels whose kinetics is described by:
Ca2+, Ca2+-activatedK+ channels and a leak Cl- conductance; m, h, fi and i?ca

m I = &J (& + L ) ,

= (”- (1- 6)- a.6) /.A,

@i= (Uh(1- L) -SJL) / a x :
dt

dt

dlcca = (1+ (expO.l5(-p - 5O))-l - ?&)/cxT~~.,
dt

where:

& = 0.125 exp(45 - @)/SO;

& = O.Ol(55- (p)/(exp((55- +)/ lo) - l),

,i&= l/(1+ exp(5.5 - o.I@)),

&h = 0.07 exp(25- @)/20,

Pm = 4 exp(25 - (p)/18,

Cr,= 0.1(50 - @)/(exp(5- O . l @ ) - l),

(21)

have the same meaning as in above.
referred to the dynamics of calcium channels; a is a constant; parameters l i and
here: $5 = (127p+8265)/105; T~~~ is the time constant and p, K, are parameters

fined as:
Therefore, the evolution of L-type voltage-dependent Ca2+-channels is de-

zh= %qm,; (22)

old value) and 6(p$) = 0 otherwise.
here: &((p$) is the function defined as: &(p;) = 1when(p:2cp;((p6-thresh-

Boundary conditions. The intestinal segment undergoes isometric contrac-
The initial conditions assume that the system is in the resting state.

tions:

V t > 0: at z = 0 , l : v, = wT = v, = 0.

remains in the resting state throughout:
tion in the longitudinal smoothmuscle. The left boundary of the intestinal segment
The discharge of the pacemaker causes the developmentof the wave of depolariza-

(23)

v t > 0: P ( c , l ) ~ s I , s 2 = l = 0.

The system (l), (1 1)and (16) was solved numerically.
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3 Results

amplitude 4.8 g.
concomitant in phase and time with changes in [Ca2+]and undulates at an average
contractile protein system with the generation of the force of contraction ( P ) . It is
reached is 0.46 pM. The rise in free intracellular calcium leads to activation of the
of influx of Ca2+ is 0.06 pMh and the maximum concentration of internal Ca2+
intracellular calcium are out of phase with the membrane potential. The velocity
mV and the frequency is 0.44 Hz. The observed corresponding oscillations of
at any one point on the syncytium. The average amplitude of the waves is 22.5
In the unexcited state, the oscillatory slow waves of equal frequency are recorded

increase.
tration of free available internal Ca2+ ions and the intensity of the active force
full excitation of the system. As a result of the above changes, both the concen-
is small at the beginning, cp = 23 mV, and reaches its maximum, 'p = 72 mV, with
time the maximum v = 21 Hz is observed. The amplitude of the action potentials
from bursting chaos with variable frequency to a regular busting mode at which
occur predominantly on the crests of slow waves. The pattern of spiking changes
excitatory state with the generation of high amplitude action potentials. The latter
intracellular Ca2+ transforms the oscillator from its slow oscillatory mode to an
rapid influx of extracellular Ca2+ into the cell. A rise in the concentration of free
ity of the L-type Ca2+ channels on the smooth muscle membrane. This causes a
level of depolarization (cpl 2 30 mV), there is a subsequent increase in permeabil-
is 69-72 mV and the length is 0.5-0.55 cm. With the achievement of the threshold
cytium produces a wave of depolarization ' p ~(Fig. 1). The amplitude of the wave

The discharge of a pacemaker cell located on the left boundary of the syn-

force of contraction.
value E 2.5 c m k There is a corresponding delay in the generation of the active
the front p 1 straightens and the velocity of the propagation reaches its maximum
ning of the recording of actionpotentials at two points is 1.4 S. It reducesto zero as
corresponds to the intensity of the propagation of 9 1 . Thus, At between the begin-
the front of the wave p[. The time delay of the inducement of action potentials

The dynamics of the activationof the spatially distributed oscillators follows

left boundary. Its anterior front has the form of an ellipse at the beginning of the
The wave T uexpands at a velocity = 1.9-2.0 a d s from the point of origin on the
results in smoothing of the mechanical wave T ualong the computational domain.
redistribution of force among the adjacent oscillators within the myogenic medium
its variation in time is conjoint in phase with oscillations of internal Ca2+. The
the maximum force generatedby a cluster of cells within an oscillator is 14.4g and
differs from the space distributed wave of contraction over the syncytium. Thus,
uniform with max TP = 3 . 2 gkm. The dynamics of T urecorded at each oscillator
and elastin fibers of the medium. The distribution of T P along the syncytium is
wave of contraction (not shown). It is due to stretching of the elastic collagen

A brief and small wave of relaxation, T P , always precedes the propagating
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presented on a cylindrical envelope.
layer of the gut at different moments in the dynamic process
active force (right column) in the longitudinal smooth muscle
FIGURE1. Distribution of the electrical wave (left column) and

contraction of the medium (Fig. 1).
process. It straightens with dif ise excitation of the medium and causes a uniform

dynamics of the wave ( P I remains unaltered.
specific L-type Ca2+ channel antagonist, abolishes slow wave activity while the
production of active forces. On the other hand, the application of calciseptine, a
non-propagating slow waves at their intrinsic frequencies with the concomitant
fect oscillatory activity of the smooth muscle pools. They continue to generate
abolishes the spread of the wave of depolarization p t . However, it does not af-
the addition of tetrodotoxin (TTX), a sodium channel antagonist, to the system
changes in the stiffness of the connective tissue elements, etc.). For example,
tered permeability of ionic channels, application of pharmacological compounds,
differs from that described above under simulated pathological conditions (al-

The dynamics of the propagation of the nonlinear electromechanical waves
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4 Concluding remarks

the true physiology of this complex dynamic organ.
where false assumptions regarding bowel motility can lead to misunderstanding
the oscillatory processes occurring in the muscle layers. This is but one example
borrowed from the physics of waves and incorrectly adapted to a description of
slow waves that play a crucial role in the coordination of peristaltic activity was
interpretation of experimental results. For example, the notion of the propagating
explicable. The situation is aggravated by sometimes inaccurate and misleading
ever, describe a vast array of nonlinear processes whose interactions remain in-
cation of the reductionist strategies of modern biology. The resultant data, how-
have accumulated new insight into the gastrointestinal tract per se from the appli-
an empirically realized process, largely incomprehensible and unpredictable. We
Due to the absence of a theoretical framework, intestinal motility long seemed

depolarization and, as a result, no contractions are recorded.
oscillatory activity. However, their blockade hinders the generation of the wave of
obvious from the above considerations that sodium channels have no effect on the
abolish the production of slow waves but inhibits the contraction of muscle. It is
TTX on the myoelectrical activity of the gut. The application of TTX does not
syncytium. The model explains a puzzling observation related to the effect of
connect separate pools for a coordinated contraction-relaxation of the myogenic
is clear from the simulations that the wave of depolarization is required to strongly
lowed us to reproduce adequately the dynamics of the electromechanical wave. It
publications [24] . The simulation of the spatial distributed oscillatory pools al-
slow waves and high amplitude spikes have been studied extensively in previous
cal shell formed by the longitudinal smooth muscle layer. Its ability to generate
of gastrointestinal motility. The model described above considers a soft biologi-
(the gut) into a conceptual model that will provide a foundation for the theory

We have begun to integrate structural elements of a multicomponent system
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